A Message from the Dean

It gives me great pleasure to present our Spring 2017 Grossman School of Business Faculty Research Bulletin.

Our faculty continue to unearth important insights into the world of business. Whether they are being recognized for their research, published in top-tier journals, quoted in the media or presenting across the world at conferences, their knowledge translates into accelerated learning in the classroom.

I invite you to visit our website to learn more about the Grossman School of Business, our faculty, students and impact.

Sanjay Sharma, Ph.D.
Dean & Professor of Management
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---

**Editorial/Publications**

**Associate Professor David Novak** joined the editorial team for the special issue "Managing Complexity in Supply Networks: Control and Emergence" in the journal *Complexity* (February, 2017)

**Associate Professor David Novak** (with J. Sullivan and K. Sentoff ) concluded an 18-month sponsored research project with the Vermont Agency of Transportation and published a research report outlining their findings "Examining the Potential Impacts of Maintenance Investment and Capital Reinvestment in Vermont's Roadway Infrastructure Network." (February, 2017)


---

**Grants**

**Associate Professor William Cats-Baril** is the primary investigator on a $29,998 REACH grant titled "Identifying Predictors of Suicide Using Social Media," which was awarded in March, 2017. His Co-PI's include Professor Chris Danforth (PhD, Complex Systems) and Dr. Isabelle Desjardins (MD, Psychiatry).
Associate Professor William Cats-Baril is a primary investigator on a $15,000 VT EPSCoR SBIR grant titled "Modeling of Addiction Experts' Cognitive Process in Assessing Near Term Suicide Risk," which was awarded in April, 2017. His Co-PI's include Dr. Althoff (MD, Psychiatry), Dr. Isabelle Desjardins (MD, Psychiatry) and Dr. Maruti (MD, Psychiatry).

Associate Professor Erik Monsen is a collaborator on a $10,000 UVM Engaged Practices Innovation (EPI) Grant entitled "Advanced Design Thinking," which was awarded in November, 2016.

Assistant Professor Srini Venugopal received the Express Grant ($2,960) from the Office of the Vice-President of Research at the University of Vermont, for his project entitled "Subsistence and Sustainability".

Conference Keynotes, Presentations, Proceedings

Professor David A. Jones delivered a keynote address, "Insights from the science and practice of corporate volunteerism: Enhancing stakeholder value through informed program design" at the Corporate Community Volunteering and Employee Engagement gathering of Australian business leaders in Melbourne, Australia on November 25, 2016.

Associate Professors David Novak and Marilyn Lucas (with K. Puranam) presented "An Approximate Solution Approach for Blood Management when there are Multiple Sources of Supply" in the Healthcare Modeling track, at the 2016 national INFORMS (The Institute for Operations Research and Management Sciences) conference in Nashville, TN (November 15, 2016)

Associate Professors David Novak and Marilyn Lucas (with K. Puranam) presented "Addressing Uncertainty in Blood Management" in the Healthcare Operations track, at the 2016 national DSI (Decision Sciences Institute) conference in Austin, TX (November 19, 2016)

Associate Professor David Novak attended the invitation only, bi-annual Center for Supply Networks research meeting at the W.P. Carey School of Business at Arizona State University in Tempe, AZ (March 9-10, 2017)

Professor Sanjay Sharma delivered the research seminar "Building Capacity for Sustainable Innovation" hosted by Nanyang Technological University Sustainable Business Center, Singapore and Sustainable Earth Singapore on February 15th 2017.

Recognition

Associate Professor William Cats-Baril and his co-investigators Drs. Althoff, Desjardins, and Maruti received an excellent progress review and the second $25,000 installment of the $50,000 SPARK VT Innovation Award they won last July to fund their start-up WISER Systems. Their app to assess imminent risk of suicide was selected by the international Patient Safety Movement as one of the "most actionable and promising" innovations to decrease preventable deaths in hospitals. Their work won third place and $10,000 in the Patient Safety Movement Innovation Competition.

Professor David A. Jones was awarded the John L. Beckley Professorship in American Business.